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best cars for mpg fuel economy co uk - best cars for mpg a lot of people have often asked what is the most fuel efficient car i can buy its a good question and it varies on a lot of things but we here, the global economy is looking shaky here s what s - these are the core obsessions that drive our newsroom defining topics of seismic importance to the global economy, tyre size vs fuel economy australian 4wd action forum - it seems to be a widely accepted fact that increasing your tyre size decreases your fuel economy this makes a lot of sense around town or on tracks where you are, what s germany s gdp without factories zero hedge - europe needs to resolve germanys weakness mario draghi as much as any other central banker is counting on global growth to resynchronize on the plus side, what s up with savage 340 page 3 the firearms forum - i had a stevens 325 with the butter knife handle and it was a good little gun i made it into a scout rifle by gluing on a mount which worked the, ivanka s email scandal and hillary s what s the - as you no doubt know by now the washington post has recently reported that in the early days of the administration first daughter ivanka trump used a personal , what s your number the vietnam war historynet - during the vietnam war young men gathered in college dorms and friends homes to listen to live tv and radio broadcasts of the u s selective service, nhs pay what s the deal full fact - a proposed deal will see pay rise for some nhs staff by between 4 5 and 29 over three years including both salary rises and staff pay progression the, budget 2018 what s in store for education - education policy experts run through the major changes for education in budget 2018 for schools vet and higher education, what s the best most effective way to take notes - we tend to lose almost 40 of new information within the first 24 hours of first reading or hearing it however if we take notes effectively we can retain, what s the best canopy tacoma world - coming to the experts for this looking to put a canopy on my tacoma for use as a redneck camper going to build a raised floor for storage, what s so wrong with nitrous tuner university - oxidizers for the purposes of this article are compounds which provide dense amounts of oxygen molecules to a reaction such as the combustion of gasoline and air, beginners guide to miles points what s the point one - beginners guide to miles points what s the point how loyalty programs work credit cards and credit scores types of miles points identifying your travel goals, western civilization notre dame de paris and the - telling people they re bigots for taking pride in the civilization that brought them forth better than any other is like taking a sledgehammer to the, what s the best donald trump joke you have heard quora - what s the best donald trump joke you have heard joke 7 the best examples of trump s negotiation style the trump shutdown trump points a gun at his own head, bike valuations what is your motorcycle really worth - if you re buying selling insuring financing or claiming your bike on tax it s vital that you have an accurate present and future idea of what your, living in alice springs what s it really like - everything you need to know about living in alice springs finding work getting a house schools shopping culture, apple iphone xs vs iphone xr what s the difference - perhaps the most surprising difference between the iphone xs and iphone xr is it s the latter which has the bigger display that said everything else, what s the right ratio between salary and distribution to - what s the right ratio between salary and distribution to save on taxes and avoid an audit posted by financial samurai 28 comments, iphone 8 vs iphone 7 what s the difference forbes - design the same but worse looking face on at the iphone 8 and iphone 7 shows two smartphones which are almost indistinguishable the large top and, more than 600 apps had access to my iphone data bbc news - while facebook desperately tightens controls over how third parties access its users data trying to mend its damaged reputation attention is focusing, brisbane property market deep analysis forecast prices - is it the right time to follow the sun and move into the brisbane property market that s a question now being asked more and more by property investors, 36 ways the web has changed us the washington post - on march 12 1989 british computer scientist tim berners lee wrote an arcane sounding paper that would launch a revolution it was called information, uganda agriculture information about agriculture in uganda - the agricultural sector is dominant in uganda s economy whilst this sector grew at an annual average of only 3 7 percent over 1990 99 compared to the far, money laundering by foreigners is what s really destroying - canada the country people culture and yeah the hockey snow and all things canadian please note we are not affiliated in any way with the, dow dives 470 points as escalating u s china trade war - be civil treat others with basic decency no personal attacks shill accusations hate speech
flaming baiting trolling witch hunting or unsubstantiated accusations, why people are so averse to facts sociological images - facts about all manner of things have made headlines recently as the trump administration continues to make statements reports and policies at odds with, cold air intakes and high flow air filter faq - cold air intakes and high flow air filter faq tdi power enhancements, university challenge what s behind freddy leo s rapid - what does it take to win university challenge extensive knowledge sure but one of this year s contestants described as the cristiano ronaldo of the, what s really behind julian assange s arrest truthdig - the recent arrest of wikileaks founder julian assange has provoked a wide spectrum of responses in the media but many journalists seem to recognize the, what s behind the mess of legalization bills in congress - the influx is a good sign for cannabis reform prospects in congress but it can also be confusing why can t lawmakers work together on a single bill to address, first in can have a range rover evoque first edition - powertrain and performance 2.0 litre turbo petrol four 184kw 365nm 9 speed automatic awd combined economy 7.9 litres per 100km 0-100kmh 7.5 seconds, hilux 4wd manual vs auto Australian 4wd action forum - anything and everything in the world of 4wding fourby s if it s 4wd related not covered by a specific section elsewhere then put it in here, should we build a wall at the border the debate - should we build a wall at the border when pat buchanan proposed erecting a wall along the border with mexico during his 1996 presidential run condemnation of the, usda certified organic s dirty little secret neotame - hi barbara i was wondering if you had any more serious sources than holisticmed com to prove that neotame is a neurotoxic i am currently writing an article about